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ABSTRACT

Teamwork efficiency and safety are inextricably linked. The capability of having online
insights and access to objective information regarding cognitive and emotional aspe-
cts of the team members using neurophysiological measures (brain activity, skin
conductance, heart rate) will endow a tool which can support Instructors during the
assessment and management of teams. Such neurophysiological measures can be
seen as the physical interface that will enable for gathering insights about all the aspe-
cts relating to Human Factors (HFs) of the operators. The study aimed at developing
and validating a methodology able to objectively measure the teamwork dynamics
and efficiency. This objective has been performed in a real surgery-related context.
A data-driven approach based on machine - learning (ML) and multivariate autore-
gressive (MVAR) models has been employed to develop the Neurometrics - based
teamwork model. Such a model considered the co-variations both within each HF
(e.g., Low vs High Stress) and between different HFs (e.g., Attention vs Workload) to
consider their simultaneous coexistence. The results of this preliminary study demon-
strated that it is possible to quantify the teamwork of operators while dealing with
real tasks and endow additional information for a more accurate teams assessment
and management.
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INTRODUCTION

As many as two-thirds of all performance degradations were shown to arise
from dysfunctional team dynamics like faulty communication, and errant
decision-making rather than incompetency (Wilson et al. 1996; Saposnik
et al. 2016; Sexton, Thomas, and Helmreich 2000). Although Expert’s
supervisions or tools like Crew\Team Resource Management (CRM\TRM)
training are adopted to facilitate open communication, teamwork and safety
protocols (Foushee and Helmreich 1988; Helmreich, Merritt, and Wilh-
elm 1999; Ashcroft, Wilkinson, and Khan 2021), they do not allow for
assessing the online cognitive and emotional states of operators while they
execute tasks to manage and eventually intervene on team dynamics. In fact,
most state-of-the-art solutions for assessing team dynamics are still based
on surveys or performance-related data (Gorman et al. 2013; 2016). The
capability of having online insights and access to objective information regar-
ding cognitive and emotional aspects of the team members (i.e., Human
Factors - HF) using neurophysiological measures (brain activity, skin condu-
ctance, heart rate) will therefore provide a tool which can support Instructors
during the assessment and management of teams. For instance, it can support
Instructors to better train or allocate members to teams on the basis of their
“cognitive” interactions and engagement (Kurmann et al. 2012) (Gogalnice-
anu et al. 2021). Such neurophysiological measures can be seen as the physical
interface that will enable for gathering insights about all the aspects relating
to HFs of the operators.

The study aimed to develop and validate a methodology able to objectively
measure the teamwork dynamics and efficiency. This has been performed in a
surgery-related context by recruiting professional personnel. In particular, the
results described in this paper have been derived from the first experimental
campaign, therefore they have to be considered as preliminary. For a compre-
hensive and accurate evaluation of the teamwork, a multimodal approach is
necessary to consider the operators’ HFs and their co-variations. “Multimo-
dal approach” given that we employed neurophysiological (Electroencepha-
logram - EEG, Photoplethysmography - PPG, Electrodermal Activity - EDA),
behavioural (reaction time, performance), and subjective data (self-reports)
to characterise the team members accurately and from different perspectives.
A data-driven approach was employed to develop the Neurometrics - based
Teamwork model. In particular, such a multivariate autoregressive (MVAR)
model is able to consider co-variations both within each HF (e.g., Low vs
High Stress) and between different HFs (e.g., Attention vs Workload) to con-
sider their simultaneous coexistence (Sciaraffa et al. 2021). Validation of the
evidence derived from the neurophysiological data happened via the behavi-
oural and subjective measures provided by the teammembers and the Subject
Matter of Expert (SME) who supervised the team and their interactions.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Participants and Experimental Protocol

The experimental group consisted of surgical teams from the Polyclinic
Hospital “Umberto I”of Rome (Italy). Each team consisted of four members:
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Surgeon (S), First Assistant (A1), Second Assistant (A2) and Scrub Nurse (N).
In particular, two categories of team have been defined based on the Surgeon’s
experience: Experts and Novices. The teams were evaluated on the operative
performance of an inguinal hernia repair according to Lichtenstein. In par-
ticular, based on the ideal surgery plan, four sub-teams have been identified
and considered for the overall teamwork assessment: S – A1, S – N, A1 – N,
A2 – N. The surgery consisted of three phases, that is, (Phase 1) the isolation
of the spermatic cord, (Phase 2) the preparation of the herniated sac, and
(Phase 3) the repair of the hernia with the mesh insertion. During the entire
surgery, the surgeons’ behavioural, subjective and neurophysiological data
were collected. The Expert group included surgeons who completed their
surgical training program and who are recognized in the National Specia-
list Register. Expert surgeons must have attained at least 70 inguinal hernia
repairs as the chief operating surgeon. Novice surgeons included residents
actively training in a general surgery program. The criteria for recruitment
in the Novice group were set at a minimum of 3 years residency and expe-
rience in hernia surgery. Surgeons from both groups were recruited from the
surgical department of Sapienza University Hospital, Department of Surgical
Sciences.

Behavioural Data

An expert surgeon (Subject Matter of Expert - SME) who did not actively
participate in the surgical procedures had evaluated the operative performa-
nce of the teams during the surgery. Behavioural data and team cooperation
were assessed by the SME according to the following parameters:

• Overall operative time (min)
• Operative time from skin incision to spermatic cord identification and

isolation (min)
• Operative time for complete hernia sac dissection (min)
• Number of stitches for mesh fixation (n)
• Number of retractors used (n)
• Number of forceps/haemostats/clamps used during the procedure (n)
• Number of gauzes used during the procedure (n).

Each parameter, which was identified as indicators of how well the opera-
tion was going, was evaluated every five minutes during the whole surgical
procedure.

Self – Reports

In order to have a subjective measure of the quality of collaboration and
performance of the surgical team, questionnaires were filled out during and
right after the end of the surgery. In particular, the SME filled out a questi-
onnaire every five minutes and at the end of each phase of the surgery. The
questionnaire contained a question about the observed quality of collabora-
tion between the surgical teammembers, which was rated on a 5-point Likert
scale. Right after the end of the surgery, all four members filled out a survey
to evaluate the quality of the overall collaboration and performance of the
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team. In addition to the overall collaboration of the team, they also rated the
quality of collaboration experienced with each of the other team members.

Neurophysiological Data

The team members’ brain activity (Electroencephalogram - EEG), heart
activity (Photoplethysmography - PPG) and skin sweating (Electrodermal
Activity - EDA) were recorded while dealing with the surgery.

EEG Data Collection and Analysis

The EEGwas collected simultaneously and synchronously from the four team
members by the digital monitoring systemMindtooth Touch (Mindtooth pro-
ject G.A. 950998) with a sample rate of 125Hz, referenced to the left mastoid
and grounded on the right mastoid, and the brain scalp positions were AFz,
AF3, AF4, AF7, AF8, Pz, P3, and P4. Water-based electrode contact was con-
sidered good when impedance values were below 50 KOhm (Kappenman and
Luck 2010). The EEG was firstly band-pass filtered with a fifth-order But-
terworth filter in the interval 2–30 Hz. The blink artefacts were detected by
means of the Reblinca method (Gianluca Di Flumeri et al. 2016) and corre-
cted by leveraging the ocular component estimated through a multi-channel
Wiener Filter (MWF) (Somers, Francart, and Bertrand 2018). EEG signals
were segmented into epochs of 1 s, and if the EEG signal amplitude excee-
ded ±80 (µV), it was marked as an artefact (threshold criterion). From the
artifact-free EEG, the Global Field Power (GFP) was calculated for the EEG
frequency bands of interest (theta, alpha and beta). The bands were defined
according to each member’s Individual Alpha Frequency (IAF) value (Klime-
sch 1999). Since the alpha peak is mainly prominent during rest conditions,
the operators were asked to keep their eyes closed for a minute before starting
the surgery. Such a condition was therefore used to estimate the IAF value for
each participant.

PPG and EDA Data Collection

The PPG and EDA were collected by the Shimmer3 GSR3+ Unit (Shimmer
sensing, Ireland) with a sample rate of 64 Hz. Due to the hygienic restricti-
ons, the device was fixed on the left ankle with the corresponding electrodes
placed around the toes. In particular, the EDA electrodes were located around
the index and middle toes, while the PPG sensor was around the hallux.

PPG Data Analysis

Raw PPG data were digitally filtered by using a 5th-order Butterworth band-
pass filter (1–5 Hz) to exclude the continuous component, as well as slow
signal drifting, and emphasise the PPG signal patterns related to the pulse.
At this point, the Pan–Tompkins algorithm (Pan and Tompkins 1985) was
employed to detect the pulse-related peaks so as to calculate the Inter-Beat
Intervals (IBI signal). The so-obtained IBI signals were processed to remove
any type of artefacts by means of the HRVAS Matlab suite (Ramshur 2010).
At this point, clean IBI signals were processed to estimate theHeart Rate (HR)
as “Beats per minute”. Then, the HR values of each operator were normalised
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by subtracting the individual mean baseline HR value and dividing the result
by the HR individual standard deviation. The IBI signal was also analysed to
estimate the Heart Rate Variability (HRV). In particular, the HRV was analy-
sed in the frequency domain by computing the Lomb–Scargle periodogram
(Ruf 1999) of the IBI signal. Analysis has shown that the Lomb–Scargle perio-
dogram can produce a more accurate estimate of the Power SpectrumDensity
(PSD) than Fast Fourier Transform methods for typical HR data. Since the
HR data are unevenly sampled data, another advantage of the Lomb–Scargle
method is that in contrast to Fast Fourier Transform–based methods, it is
able to be used without the need to resample and detrend the RR data (Clif-
ford and Tarassenko 2005). According to the scientific literature, the PSD of
the HRV signal was computed over Low (LF: 0.04–0.15 Hz) and High Fre-
quencies (HF: 0.15–0.4 Hz), and then the LF/HF ratio was computed as a
relevant indicator of HRV (Peabody et al. 2023). The LF/HF values of each
operator were normalised by subtracting the individual mean baseline LF/HF
value and dividing the result by the individual HR standard deviation.

EDA Data Analysis

The EDA was first low-pass-filtered with a cut-off frequency of 1 Hz, and
then an artefact correction Matlab tool was applied in order to remove
discontinuities and spurious peaks from the signals. Lastly, the signals were
processed by using the Ledalab suite (Bach 2014). A continuous decomposi-
tion analysis (Cohen 2013) was applied in order to estimate the tonic (SCL)
and phasic (SCR) components. The SCL is the slow-changing component of
the EDA signal, mostly related to the global arousal of the participant. On
the contrary, the SCR is the fast-changing component of the EDA signal, usu-
ally related to single stimuli reactions (Borghini et al. 2020). The SCL and
SCR values of each operator were normalised by subtracting the individual
mean baseline values and dividing the result by the corresponding standard
deviation.

Neurometrics - Based Teamwork Model

The cooperation can be considered as the output of a MVAR system com-
posed of the interaction between behavioural, affective and cognitive mech-
anisms belonging to two or more than two people that are cooperating. The
considered measurements corresponded to the neurophysiological synchro-
nous time-series describing the affective and cognitive state of each team
member (Sciaraffa et al. 2021). In particular, the cognitive state was asso-
ciated with the Mental Workload index, computed as the GFP Theta on
the parietal EEG channels (Borghini et al. 2014) (Sciaraffa et al. 2022;
Rooseleer et al. 2022). The affective state was associated with the Approach-
Withdrawal index, which corresponds to the unbalance between the right
and left frontal brain activity (G. Di Flumeri et al. 2017; Giorgi et al. 2021)
(Simonetti et al. 2023). If any sample of the time series thus obtained was
missing (i.e., was NaN) due to the artefact rejection methods application,
the missing values were substituted by the spline interpolation of the nearest
epochs. Finally, each time-series was normalised according to the z-score. To
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explain the interactions between the different components of the system, the
Mutual Information was computed. Mutual Information allows to discover
the maximum information shared between two random variables even multi-
variate (Lewis, Weekes, and Wang 2007). In this case, each variable included
the two different time-series describing the affective and cognitive state of
team members cooperating. It was already proved that there is a statistical
relationship between cooperation effectiveness and the exchange of informa-
tion between variables: higher mutual information values are associated with
enhanced cooperation (Parasuraman 2000). Therefore, the Teamwork index
was obtained by computing the Mutual Information on 90-seconds buffers
shifted by one-second. In particular, the Teamwork model was defined by
evaluating the cooperation between the four surgeons’ sub - teams.

RESULTS

Self - Reports

Figure 1 represents the results derived from the analysis of the subjective data
gathered from each team member and related to the perceived collaboration
between the above-mentioned sub - teams. The results indicated that the best
cooperative interactions were perceived between the S - N, S - A1 and A1 -
N. The average collaboration was 4.8 on a 5-point Likert scale by the team
members.

Neurometrics – Based Teamwork Assessment

Figure 2 shows the Neurometrics – based Teamwork index derived from
the team members’ neurophysiological measurements and computed as the

Figure 1: Subjective evaluation of the collaboration between the sub-teams provided
by each team member at the end of the surgery.
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Figure 2: The neurophysiological cooperation index estimated for each surgeons dyad
along the entire surgery procedure.

Mutual Information for each sub -team. It can be observed how the most
relevant cooperation was found between S - A1, S - N and A1 - N. It has to
be noted the similarity between the neurophysiological teamwork assessment
and the subjective evaluation (Figure 1).

CONCLUSION

The presented study aimed to develop and validate a methodology able to
objectively measure the teamwork dynamics and efficiency. This was per-
formed in a surgery-related context by evaluating the teamwork efficiency
through subjective, behavioural and neurophysiological measurements. The
results were related to the first experimental campaign. Although they have
been derived by only a team, they look very promising. In fact, the sub-
jective (Figure 1) and neurophysiological (Figure 2) teamwork assessment
exhibited the same trends. The capability of obtaining online information
on the cooperation among the team members without interrupting them
and interfering with tasks execution, demonstrated by the neurophysiologi-
cal measures, is undoubtedly and enormous advantage and would allow the
instructors to eventually intervene accordingly and promptly in order to gua-
rantee the proper safety and outcome of the intervention. The data analysis
was conducted by considering surgeons sub - teams identified according to
the standard procedure for this kind of surgery intervention. As confirmation
of this assumption, the results derived from the neurophysiological measu-
rements revealed that the most relevant cooperation was evaluated between
the S-A1 and S-N dyads. The next step of the study is the development of the
methodology to combine the different sub – teams neurophysiological coo-
peration indexes. In this regards, ML and MVAR models will be considered
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to consider the role and rank of each member within the team. The final aim
is to provide a real -time overall Neurometrics – based Teamwork index to
quantify the whole team while dealing with surgery activities.
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